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The AMC straight-4 engine is a 2. American Motors devoted three years to the development of a
new four-cylinder engine. According to Jeep's chief engineer, Roy Lunn , "unlike most engines
available today [it] was not designed for passenger cars and then adapted for trucks. We
specifically developed it with our Jeep vehicles and Eagle in mind. That's the reason that
performance and durability were of such prime consideration from the very beginning. Noted
Roy Lunn, "There are some common parts, but the 4-cylinder includes many unique items such
as its own electronics systems. It also has a shorter stroke and larger bore. The valves are
larger and the pistons are new. The only parameter we could influence substantially was stroke.
So we picked the largest bore and stroke in order to get 2. The head features a combustion
chamber and port design that was later used on the 4. The 2. The four-cylinder and V6 shared
the same drivetrain components, whereas stronger transmissions were needed for the new 4.
From to it was marketed as the "Power-Tech I4". This lightweight engine is similar to its "big
brother" 4. Local manufacture began in and the engine's name was CQA in China. Beijing Jeep
also developed a stroked 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine.
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Cars. I receive a lot of question from people who, like me, are unhappy with the power or lack
thereof that their Wrangler 2. The 4-cyl, in my opinion, has plenty of low-end torque for
low-speed wheeling, and it's adequate around town. Where it really comes up lacking is on the
highway, where the poor aerodynamics of the Wrangler make it that much harder for the little
engine to maintain the speed limit, especially when climbing steep hills. Not that I would have
wanted to go much faster on that narrow, winding road, but it would have been nice to be able
to, and to accelerate sometime this century if I'd had to stop for some reason. Fortunately, the
aftermarket has not ignored our plight, and there are several things that we can do to improve
the upper-rpm horsepower of our mills. Here's a few of them. If you have other suggestions, I'd
be happy to hear them. The first thing to do is make sure your factory ignition is up to snuff.
When replacing them, get good quality components that have brass or copper terminals rather
than the cheaper aluminum terminals. Make sure your spark plugs are gapped properly 0. Check
out the second page of this tutorial for how to read your spark plugs. With a hot ignition in an
MPI engine like the late-model 2. The spark plug wires in a 2. However, after K miles, any kind of
wires will be worn out and could stand to be replaced. A decent set of 8mm wires wouldn't hurt
anything. I imagine they'd last longer if you avoided the hairpin turns that existed in the original
routing configuration. The factory coil in newer EFI engines is usually plenty hot to completely
burn all the fuel. They're certainly much hotter than the old can-type coils from the 's. However,
if your factory coil is showing its age, it should be replaced with a new one. Most large auto
parts chains can test a coil for free if you bring it in. Next, get a high-flow air intake. Next, get a
high-flow cat-back exhaust system like those from Borla, Gibson, or others. After having to
disassemble my rusted exhaust system , I'm now quite fond of stainless steel exhaust
components, so I'd recommend Borla or Banks. If your catalytic converter is damaged by a
wayward hammer, for instance , you can legally replace it with a high-flow cat from Random
Technology. Doing this at the same time you install the cat-back exhaust will make the
installation much easier. The combination of these first two will allow your engine to breath

better at higher rpm, and they're a prerequisite for getting anything else to work better. I'm told
that replacing your belt-driven radiator fan with an electric fan will give back hp, especially at
higher rpm's where the old fan would have been spinning fastest, but where it's not really
needed for cooling due to the wind speed through the grille assuming you don't have an winch.
An electric fan gives you the added benefit of being able to turn off the fan before you make a
deep water crossing so that the fan doesn't get sucked into your radiator. Although it may
sacrifice low-end torque, installing a high-flow exhaust header and front pipe will help at higher
rpm's. It's rumored that the throttle body from a 4. I'm not sure if that will work on a pre-'91 2.
Don't they just have throttle-body injection? If you have larger tires, you can regain quite a bit of
your originally performance back if you change your axle gears to bring your highway rpm's in
5th gear back into the rpm neighborhood. There's a conversion chart half way down this page.
I've noticed that my engine doesn't start making good power until it hits at least rpm. These little
engines can run at rpm all day long, but I wouldn't sustain much more than that. Gear installs
require special knowledge and tools to do correctly, so unless you really know what you're
doing, these should be left to professionals. Of course, there's always a supercharger. Maybe
that's just inexperienced drivers talking. Rimmer Engineering, the original maker of Jeep
superchargers, seems to have dropped off the radar. See this installation writeup by Jp
Magazine. Of course, there's always an engine swap. The ubiquitous small block Chevy SBC is
the most common swap, and adapters to perform this conversion are readily available. So, if
you're a lemming with no creativity, this is probably your best option. Other popular options are
the 4. There are some problems with V8 swaps that make me shy away from them, though. First,
the additional torque requires that you upgrade the rest of the light-duty that came behind your
2. The Dana 35 rear axle and the AX5 manual tranny will be the first things to die spectacular
deaths if you leave them in place behind a larger powerplant. Second, larger engines are heavy.
A fully-dressed or 4. This hurts your center of gravity, and it requires stiffer front springs which
won't flex as well. Third, larger engines require more cooling capacity, and that's hard to come
by if you've got a Warn winch blocking most of your grille. Even my 2. The final, and probably
the most expensive, option is to get a tow rig. It was cool to be able to tow a Jeep with a Jeep,
though. I later added a Chevy Tahoe with a 5. The Tahoe has more power, better brakes, more
weight, a longer wheelbase, and more creature comforts than the Wag ever will. It also gets
about the same gas mileage as my Wrangler does. The Tahoe allows us to pack as much stuff
as we want and travel in style to the trail head. Of course, then we've got to do something with
the Tahoe when we get there, and getting everything ready to flat tow the Wrangler is more of a
production than simply hopping in the YJ and driving off. Of course, the best online support
group for Jeepers with 4-cyl engines is the 4Bangers United mailing list. Think of it as
"4-Cylinders Anonymous. Links on this page to Amazon are part of an affiliate program that
helps keep Jedi. Thank you for your support! Power Improvements for the Jeep 2. Help me keep
it going by throwing a few pennies my direction. Prairie Rim. Jeep prices have gotten pretty
crazy lately. The most common engine choices when shopping for an older Jeep Wrangler will
be the 2. Yes, the early YJ six-cylinder engines were a carbureted 4. Here's some relevant
information that'll help you decide which you can and can't live with. The ''90 Jeep 2. In the
injection was upgraded from throttle body injection to multiport injection, and power increased
to hp and lb-ft. The 4. In the power increased an additional 9 hp for a total of horsepower until
TJ Wrangler production ended with the model year. Both 2. For the automatics, a three-speed
TF without overdrive was the only option for the YJ. When the TJ came along in , the Chrysler
32RH became the three-speed auto, whichâ€”in a slightly inaccurate, dumbed-down
descriptionâ€”could be thought of as an electronically controlled TF with a locking torque
converter. In the Chrysler 42RLE four-speed auto with overdrive became the automatic
transmission, finally offering automatic Wranglers an overdrive gear. Automatics take power to
spin their internals, so the additional parasitic loss coupled with the fewer gears to help keep
the engine in the powerband make the six-cylinder the preferred engine if you're shopping for
an auto-equipped Wrangler. The four-cylinder Jeeps feel sluggish with an auto, especially once
you add larger tires. For manual transmissions, aside for the short-lived AX4 four-speed offered
in the ''90 2. All of these transmissions have gear ratios well matched to their respective
engines. The AX5 has a somewhat accurate reputations as not being that durable, especially
with larger wheels and tires, but overall they offer good service. The AX15 used in the ''00 4. The
NV used in the ''04 Wranglers has a nice 4. At the time it was considered a big upgrade, but
we've found this transmission to be a weak link, needing to be rebuilt with much greater
frequency than its five-speed predecessors. Factory Jeep Wrangler axle gearing between and
ran the spectrum from eco-friendly 3. In factory trim, almost all are adequate, but we're talking
about purchasing Jeep projects, so to cover the broader strokes of what to look for, consider
that almost any 2. We run 4. On the 4. This is especially true if your 4. We'd run up to a inch tire

with either of these gearsets. Wranglers are as aerodynamic as a brick, so adding things like a
lift and larger tires is going to greatly impact your freeway mpg numbers. Similarly, we knocked
down roughly mpg with a dead-stock '97 TJ with the factory 4. But add a lift and larger tires, and
despite regearing
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the axles as optimally as possible, we generally get mpg numbers in the mpg range on the
highway no matter what. So unless you're leaving your YJ or TJ dead stock, you're going to
burn almost the same amount of fuel to move your Wrangler from point A to point B whether
you've got the 2. In terms strictly of mpg, there's almost no difference. OK, there's really no
comparison in terms of drivability, with the clear advantage going to the 4. Whether it's in-town
drivability between stoplights, ability to pull hills and grades, and low-end grunt off-road, there's
no replacement for displacement. A four-cylinder Jeep can be a fun vehicle in any terrain and
forces you to slow down and smell the flowers, but if you just want to be able to merge into
traffic orâ€”dare we say itâ€”effect a pass on the road, the 4. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry
Videos. Six-Cylinder Wrangler Four-Cylinder vs. Six-Cylinder Wrangler 2. Christian Hazel
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